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Applying science to the practice of beekeeping



But most are laboratory  studies or reviews
that have little direct application to colony management.



Beekeepers themselves can perform “applied” scientific 
research in order to answer practical questions.

But any “research” needs to be planned and executed 
using scientific logic.



• Observational studies.

• Exploratory investigations.

• Confirmatory testing.

• Comparative experimental trials.

Types of research:



Observational Study:

What is the amount of mite immigration 
into my hives in late summer?



Eliminate every mite 

in “receiver” hives



Insert stickyboards to catch any “immigrated” mites.



Count the fallen mites twice a week.



Graph your data:  Yes, substantial immigration!



Findings: there was a median varroa immigration of 258 

mites per hive between mid Sept through end of 

November.

But it was not correlated with distance between hives.

Median tag recovery

Counts from10 hives at different 
distances from the collapsing colonies.



Exploratory investigations



Exploratory
If I place mint leaves in a hive 

every day, what will I 
observe?

Look for any changes, but 
understand that an apparent 
correlation does not confirm 

causality.

Measure every metric you 
can think of, and then look 
for possible correlations.

Confirmatory
I expect that placing mint 

leaves in a hive will decrease 
the varroa infestation.

Test to confirm the 
hypothesis against the “null 

hypothesis” of no effect.

Compare the change in mite 
counts between the mint Test 
group and the Control group.



Exploratory preliminary research:

How do bees respond to dry powdered 
diets offered under the hive cover?



Observe through a glass cover, which of five offered feeds 
bees preferentially consume or carry off on their legs.

Dry pollen sub

Nat. pollen & sugar

Natural pollen

Dry sub & sugar

Powdered sugar



Exploratory preliminary research:

Is natural mite drop onto a sticky board 
affected by temperature or humidity?



No obvious correlations.



Confirmatory testing of a claim

The claim: The reason that a sugar roll works is due 
to the bees heating up.  

Was that claim based upon data/observation, or was 
it an unfounded assumption?



“The sugar acts as an irritant and 
bees will generate heat when 
trying the remove the sugar. It’s 
the heat that dislodges the Varroa 
mites from the bees.”



We checked with a thermistor 
and an infrared thermometer. 
The temperature  of the bees 

never rose above 95-96°F.



Confirmatory testing:

Hypothesis: In an alcohol wash, the mite 
sink rate will be relative to alcohol 

concentration.



Determine the 
density of a mite



Compare to densities of water and various alcohol solutions.



2½”

Measure the distance that a mite must sink.



Time how long it 
takes for a mite to 

sink 2 ½ inches.

Alcohol fill

Forceps to release mite

Sinking mite

Mite 
reaches 
sinking 
velocity 

Timed 
distance



Plot out the results: The higher the alcohol proof,
the faster the sink rate confirmed.



Applied research: Field experiments and trials.



What’s the biggest mistake that beekeepers make 
when they run an “experiment”?



Example: our queen cells were dying 
from Black Queen Cell Virus



It was recommended that we treat them with oxytet and/or 
fumagillin to solve the problem.  So I fed them a mix.



After a few days of treatment, the problem went away.
What did we learn?



What was the result in your control group?



The main error that beekeepers make 

when running an “experiment”:

Lack of a Control Group to compare to.



Bill tried treating all his hives with “x.”
They made the best honey crop ever!

What did he learn about the benefit of “x”?



Absolutely nothing!



Unless you run a Control group, you can’t compare 
the result to that of a group not given “x”!



The 
Scientific 
Method

https://www.sciencebuddies.org/



Applied Science:



Test Group vs. Control Group

Differ by only a single variable.

Positive Controls (compare to treatment with known effect). 

Negative Controls (compare to no treatment).



#1 point—Ask yourself, what is the single specific question 
that you are trying to answer with this experiment?

(and make sure that your experimental design will unambiguously answer the question).  Fill in 
the following blanks before you go further (take some time to think them through):
Your question: 

______________________________________________________________________
Your hypothesis:

____________________________________________________________________
The treatment (variable) to be tested:

_____________________________________________________________
The predicted effect:

_________________________________________________________________

SOMETIMES YOU’LL HAVE MORE THAN ONE QUESTION

Which pollen sub will cause my colonies to grow more for 
almond pollination – Global 4% or Global 15%?

That the 15% of natural pollen will allow for greater colony growth.

The percent of natural pollen in the pollen sub.

Ending colony strength of the will be greater in the colonies fed the 15%
pollen sub.



Write the specific question that you wish to 
answer on the wall.



Write the specific question that you wish to 
answer on the wall.

Then make sure that your design collects the 
necessary data to answer the question.



Write the specific question that you wish to 
answer on the wall.

Then make sure that your design collects the 
necessary data to answer the question.

Eliminate anything from your experimental 
design on that doesn’t have to do with 
specifically answering the question!



Q: Which pollen sub will cause my colonies to grow more 
for almond pollination – Global 4% or Global 15%?

•Should I run a Control group fed another brand of sub not 

containing natural pollen?



Q: Which pollen sub will cause my colonies to grow more 
for almond pollination – Global 4% or Global 15%?

•Should I run a Positive control of natural pollen?



Q: Which pollen sub will cause my colonies to grow more 
for almond pollination – Global 4% or Global 15%?

•Should I run a Negative Control of sugar patty?



Q: Which pollen sub will cause my colonies to grow more 
for almond pollination – Global 4% or Global 15%?

•Should I run a Negative Control group fed nothing?



Q: Which pollen sub will cause my colonies to grow more 
for almond pollination – Global 4% or Global 15%?

•Should I measure the amount of brood?



Q: Which pollen sub will cause my colonies to grow more 
for almond pollination – Global 4% or Global 15%?

•Should I pull every frame to measure colony strength, or use 

simple cluster size grading?



Q: Which pollen sub will cause my colonies to grow more 
for almond pollination – Global 4% or Global 15%?

•Should I feed strong colonies more sub than the weak 

colonies?



Q: Which pollen sub will cause my colonies to grow more 
for almond pollination – Global 4% or Global 15%?

•How should I assign treatments?



INTRODUCTION AND YOUR OBJECTIVE



BE REALISTIC – DON’T BITE OFF MORE THAN YOU CAN CHEW!

The three metrics with the most practical application to 
beekeepers are:

• Colony strength (number of frames covered with bees).

• Weight gain (the final calculus of colony performance).

• Varroa infestation rate (or freedom from disease).

I’m only going to measure colony frame strength. 

Variable to test: the feeding of pollen sub.
Outcome variable to measure:  change in colony strength.
Null hypothesis: it won’t make any difference.



BACKGROUND RESEARCH

• Perform an internet (e.g. Google Scholar) literature search. 

• Speak to researchers familiar with this topic.

I’ll read every paper written on the subject  -- many 
questions were answered years ago, but forgotten!  But I’d 

still like to run this experiment in my environment.



Your Experimental Design



PLAN AHEAD AND WORK BACKWARDS

First run the experiment backwards in your head, and then on 
paper.  

Begin by imagining exactly how you plan to 
present the results to an audience 
(in a manner so that they can fully understand the significance 
of your experimental findings).

I will show the results in a line graph to compare the gains in 
strength of the Test and Control groups. 



WRITE YOUR EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROTOCOL
IN DETAIL

BEFORE YOU BEGIN!

The Materials and Methods section should include sufficient 
technical information to allow the experiments to be repeated.



Define your independent vs. dependent variable(s)

Independent variable Dependent variable(s)

Miticide(s) applied
Change in mite infestation?
Adverse effect upon colony?

Miticide application method Change in colony setback?

Feeding of pollen sub types Differences in colony growth?

Application of OA dribble
Change in mite infestation, colony 

strength, weight gain?

Insulate hive
Winter survival rate?

Amount of honey consumption?

Feed “bee health” product
Colony performance?
Nosema prevalence?

Feed ag fungicide Change in brood production?



Take Photos

If the independent variable
is the artificial diet type.

The “Test” groups get fed 
protein patties. 

The “Negative Control” 
group gets fed an equal 
amount of sugar alone.

A “Positive Control” would 
be fed equal protein in 

patties of natural pollen.

The dependent variable
would be the change in 

colony strength.



The test hives all fell between the positive and negative 
controls.  This validates the experimental design.



Teasing out a signal from the noise

The problem:
• Within-group variability vs. 
• Size of the effect due to treatment

The larger the number of replicates,
the smaller an effect you can detect.

Run a large enough “n” of replicates!
(With colonies, a minimum of 12 per test group)



Compare the histograms of the test groups.
Sometimes “normal distributions,” sometimes not.



SOME SIMPLE FIELD TRIALS



Does Oxalic Acid Treatment of Nucs Affect:

Mite Buildup?



Nucs made with queen cells, 
dribbled with OA on Day 19



Apply OA to Test group,
plain syrup to Control group



Perform mite wash counts 
at four time points





Does Oxalic Acid Treatment of Nucs Affect:

Colony Buildup?



Cluster grade





Does Oxalic Acid Treatment of Nucs Affect:

Honey Production?



BUT DOES OXALIC TREATMENT AFFECT HONEY PRODUCTION?
2013 TRIAL: 38 hives, sister queens.

Hives weighed on 
parcel scale



Record hive 
weights over time, 
calculate net gain





Keep a Written Log,
Record all field notes, in the field

(don’t trust your memory!)
(not even for a moment!)



Print off data sheets for entering field data 
(cardstock or WP paper).   Keep a detailed logbook. 



I type it up from my handwritten field notes in the Log Book.



Tips



Cluster grading



Boom loader and 
crane scale



I often build 
custom devices

Weighing



Mike Palmer
balancing hive 
on floor scale



Varroa mite drop:
Stickyboards



13-oz container of Vaseline 
dissolved in 1 pint of mineral oil.  
Use drywall knife to quickly scrape 
clean.



Mite washes to 
determine 

infestation rate



Sugar roll/shake:
questionable detection



Best mite release 
with 91% alcohol 

or Dawn 
detergent.

To avoid peering 
through foam to 

count mites, use a 
10x magnifying 
mirror (6-inch 

diameter) placed 
about 4 inches 

below the bottom 
of the cup. 



If you want to find the highest infestation rate, take a bee sample 
from a brood comb with young larvae, but be prepared for wide 
variability. Otherwise, if your goal is to obtain a consistent and 
representative sample of the adult bee infestation rate, shake it from 
a drawn or honey comb free of brood, but adjacent to the broodnest. 
Doing so has the huge added advantage of greatly reducing your 
chance of inadvertently harming the queen.

Take bee 
sample 
from a 
frame 

adjacent to 
brood.



Shake bees into an 
18-qt dish tub, and 
let the flyers fly off



Record number of 
mites per level ½ 

cup of bees, unless 
you want to count 

the bees!



We standardize 
with timed 
mechanical 

agitators



Get a pesticide 

research permit 

if necessary



Photos are often better than 
words – take them at every step!



Take Photos

Identify hives clearly. 
(I like plastic restaurant place tags)



For colony growth trials, first equalize nucs 
with only 5 frames in the box.



Recording your Data



PRINT DATA SHEETS ON HEAVY CARDSTOCK



TRANSFER DATA TO EXCEL



Presenting your Data:
Tables and types of Charts

Helping your eyes and brain to 
tease out meaning.



A bunch of numbers are difficult to interpret!

Have mercy on your audience. 
Avoid showing results in tables!

Analyze data and show results.

24-May 2-Jul 22-Jul

n

Unfed 15 5 (0.0) 8.5 (0.20) 13.8 (0.40)

Fed 14 5 (0.0) 8.9 (0.22) 13.1 (0.42)

Table 1.  Mean colony strengths over time

Mean frames of bees (SEM)

No significant difference, p = 0.08 Student's t test



Take Photos

Same data. The human brain prefers pictures.
Instant interpretation: no difference between test groups !



Means, boxplots, and statistics don’t tell the whole 
story.  And don’t resonate with beekeepers!

Bahreini 2020



Simple presentation of raw data may be best!



Count 30

Lowest 0

Highest 26

Mean 6.3

Median 2.5

Averages:  means (numerical average) or 
medians (half above, half lower)?



Same data: A histogram give a better picture!



Make your graphs self-explanatory.
Show treatment dates.

Find someone proficient in Excel.



Same data, 
means with 
percentage 
reductions 
indicated

Line chart,
raw data



Combination of column and line graphs



Line Graph of means with error bars.
(Wide error bars mean lots of variability)



Histogram
The fed colony group (red) clearly gained more weight!



Proportional 
charts, same data

•Histogram 
•Pie chart
•Stacked column

mean 11.7

median 8

Yard mite counts

Outliers



Scatter Plots
Look for correlations and R2 (R-squared) value



Scatter plot with trend line. Correlation coefficient 
(R2 value) indicates minimal correlation



Lots of visual information in one chart!
Which diet groups (by color) grew most or least?



Statistics

"Lies, damned lies, and statistics"



RUN SOME STATS??? 

mean 13.6 16.0

median 13.6 16.6

Control 

group

Test 

group

Pounds gained The p-value is .38978. 
The result is not 
significant at p < .05. The 
null hypothesis asserts 
that the medians of the 
two samples are 
identical.

Means, medians, “non-normal” 
distributions – was there a 

difference between the two 
groups?



Regression equations may have little predictive value!

Stickyboard count = 1.1 x mite wash count + 33

Stickyboard count ≈ 3x mite wash count??? 



INCUBATOR (CAGED BEE) TRIALS



Home-made incubator 
from upright freezer



Cup cages



Determining the 
size of Apivar snip 

for Pettis Test.



Determining the 
size of Apivar snip 

for Pettis Test.

Amitraz incubator tests

5 Test groups, 6 replicates in total

1/2" hung fresh Apivar strip (n = 24)

1" hung fresh strip (n = 24)

1" fresh strip, no contact (n = 19)

1" used/aged hung strip (n = 12)

Controls, no strip  (n = 26)



Scoop in 30 mL of 
mite-infested bees 

(~90 bees)



Feed syrup and 
leave them alone in 

darkness at 86°F, 
60% RH.

Count fallen mites 
at 4, 6, and 24 hrs.



At 24 hrs, multiple wash any 
surviving mites off the bees



Findings: Slight vapor action; used strip still worked!



Applied Science Questions:

(Are there practical economic benefits to a 

treatment or management method?)

• Does it increase colony strength or survival?

• Does it increase colony weight gain?

• Does it decrease varroa counts?

• Does it decrease nosema prevalence?

• Does it save the beekeeper time or money?



Comparative Trials

(Applied research experiments)

“Consumer Reports” types of testing



A comparative trial of pollen subs



Replication/Repeatability/Reproducibility

The results of a single experimental run are questionable 

unless or until repeated under different circumstances.  

I repeated this experiment in three different test yards, that 

intentionally differed in floral resources,  running a number 

(n) of replicates of each treatment (patty type) at each yard.



Block 1 2 3 4 5 6
 R  W  Y  W  S  S

 B  P  B O O  W

G  R O  R  Y  Y

 S  S  R  P G  R

 W O  P  B  B  P

 Y  B G G  R  B

 P  Y  S  S  W G

O G  W  Y  P O

Treatment

Block Hive No. FOB Trtmt

8 10.5  R

2 9.5  B

9 9 G

13 7.5  S

1 7  W

7 7  Y

11 7  P

14 7 O

3 6.5  W

4 6.5  P

10 6.5  R

16 6.5  S

6 6 O

5 5.5  B

12 5.5  Y

15 5.5 G

Block 1

Block 2

Randomized block design.

Example: apply treatments 

randomly to groups of colonies 

“blocked” by starting strength.



Use color-coded 
labeling



Replicate the trial in three different yards



Record field 
conditions, nectar 
or  pollen flows.  



Show the timeline of events and data collection



Download weather data from a local personal 
weather station



Weigh uneaten patty



Cluster grading in 
cool weather



Some subs clearly outperformed others



Then dig deeper to figure 
out why???



R2 indicates very strong correlation



More examples


